®
Install FlangeBand TileBud over the rim of a
shower base or bathtub with no tile flange.

Installation
Accessories
Sealing
Components
Alcohol
Wipes

Alignment Card

Utility Spatula

Adhesive
Spreading Spatula

4" (100mm) Sealux Strip

Sealux-N Silicone

®
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9/32"(7mm)

Rim

Rim
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Alignment Card.
1. Clean the rim with alcohol wipes. 2. Apply painters tape over the rim 9/32" (7mm) out from
walls. 3. Twice apply 2 wall marks to each wall at 3" (75mm) and 1" (25mm) above the rim.
If using silicone sealant as a strip adhesive,
apply painters tape on wall above wall lines.

Alternative strip adhesives are approved MS
polymer sealants, thin set mortars and liquid
waterproofing compounds without the need for
painters tape.
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4. Draw wall lines through wall marks. These two lines define the adhesive bed upper and lower
boundaries. 5. Measure and cut the strip to extend between the receptor end lines.
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6-8. Apply a zigzag line of an approved adhesive sealant between the wall lines and spread using
the serrated edge of the spatula to form an adhesive bed. With the strip resting on the rim,
progressively touch-engage the strip with the adhesive bed. Use the spatula straight edge to firstly
press the strip into corners and then firmly against each wall to form a permanent bond. Remove
the painters tape off the wall if applied.
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Remove
painters
tape.
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9-10. Apply Sealux-N (or equivalent) over the first side strip/rim junction and rub up the silicone to
form a 9/32" (7mm) fillet over the joint. Repeat this joint sealing process on each remaining side.
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